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I try to leave constructive critisism on artist that I know will not pop a fuse when they hear... "no... that
isn't right..." Otherwise if I have been watching an artist for a year and they are not improving then I
normally just tell them it is a "good job"

I am not saying that I am the best artist in the world... but I am like Chilly... I open an image and look
to see the technical side of it.  If there are faults then I see them.  This isn't a site of professional
artists. *cough*coug*Colero But we do our best to create art.  Anyway, If there are problems with the
image then I might comment on them depending on the artist.  It doesn't matter the artist... if you give
them a constructive crit. it might piss them off.  

So, if you want me to give constructive Crit and you will actually take them to heart and try to improve
then I will.  But it seems like no one (other than the one's that I know do) will take it to heart.

So, the are the comments here just to get a comment count?  Probably.

Are there people here that only want praise? Yes.

Are there people here that sh!t if they get negative feedback?  Hell yeah.

So, it is a double edged sword on the comments.....

So what is the answer?

I say... "who gives a shattner" If you want to say "you suck" then do it... if you guys and gals get out
of control and start cussing each other out, we (mods) will pull this site over and either make y'all
make peace or ban you.  Take it or leave it... either way you will get comments, good or bad.

You will know from now on that if you get a SPAM subject line like "young hotTies take it in the A44"
as a comment that your image sucks ballz.

Oh, and on the odd occasion that I do post an image... you had all better start commenting...
because I will ban you if you don't.... that goes for you WH... 
 (yeah.. that wouldn't happen... I don't know how to do that... ban HM's ManGod... that doesn't
happen... and I blame Dar) oh man.. I am here all week... it is a two drink minimum show... shows at
7p and 10p....

My fingers hurt... and y'all all suck! 
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